Shattered Dani Pettrey
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this shattered dani pettrey by online.
You might not require more times to spend to go to the book initiation as skillfully as search for them. In
some cases, you likewise do not discover the declaration shattered dani pettrey that you are looking for. It
will categorically squander the time.
However below, taking into consideration you visit this web page, it will be hence categorically easy to get
as with ease as download guide shattered dani pettrey
It will not acknowledge many era as we accustom before. You can complete it even if measure something
else at house and even in your workplace. consequently easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we give below as skillfully as evaluation shattered dani pettrey what you when to read!

Submerged (Alaskan Courage Book #1) Dani Pettrey 2012-05-01 "Submerged is romantic suspense that
will keep you up at night!"--Bestselling Author Dee Henderson A sabotaged plane. Two dead deep-water
divers. Yancey, Alaska was a quiet town...until the truth of what was hidden in the depths off the coast
began to appear. Bailey Craig vowed never to set foot in Yancey again. She has a past, and a reputation-and Yancey's a small town. She's returned to bury a loved one killed in the plane crash and is
determined not to stay even an hour more than necessary. But then dark evidence emerges and Bailey's
own expertise becomes invaluable for the case. Cole McKenna can handle the deep-sea dives and
helping the police recover evidence. He can even handle the fact that a murderer has settled in his town
and doesn't appear to be moving on. But dealing with the reality of Bailey's reappearance is a tougher
challenge. She broke his heart, but she is not the same girl who left Yancey. He let her down, but he's not
the same guy she left behind. Can they move beyond the hurts of their pasts and find a future together?
Betrayed (The Cost of Betrayal Collection) Dee Henderson 2019-02-05 Janelle Roberts is freed--thanks to
the actions of strangers--after serving six years of a twenty-year sentence for a murder she did not
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commit. But a murderer is still at large, and Janelle needs to be somewhere safe with someone she can
trust. She may not survive another betrayal.
Full Disclosure Dee Henderson 2012-10-02 Dee Henderson Is Back! Ann Silver is a cop's cop. As the
Midwest Homicide Investigator, she is called in to help local law enforcement on the worst of cases,
looking for answers to murder. Hers is one of the region's most trusted investigative positions. Paul Falcon
is the FBI's top murder cop in the Midwest. If the victim carried a federal badge or had a security
clearance, odds are good Paul and his team see the case file or work the murder. Their lives intersect
when Ann arrives to pass a case off her desk and onto his. A car wreck and a suspicious death offer a
lead on a hired shooter he is tracking. Paul isn't expecting to meet someone, the kind that goes on the
personal side of the ledger, but Ann Silver has his attention. The better he gets to know her, the more
Paul realizes her job barely scratches the surface of who she is. She knows spies and soldiers and U.S.
Marshals, and has written books about them. She is friends with the former Vice President. People with
good reason to be cautious about who they let into their lives deeply trust her. Paul wonders just what
secrets Ann is keeping, until she shows him the John Doe Killer case file, and he starts to realize just who
this lady he is falling in love with really is...
Blind Spot (Chesapeake Valor Book #3) Dani Pettrey 2017-10-03 Each of Pettrey's Novels Has Been a
Multi-Month Bestseller FBI agent Declan Grey is in the chase of his life--but isn't sure exactly what he's
chasing after. Threatened by a terrorist that "the wrath is coming," Grey fears something horrible is about
to be unleashed on American soil. When his investigation leads him to a closed immigrant community, he
turns to Tanner Shaw to help him. She's sought justice for refugees and the hurting around the world, and
if there's anyone who can help him, it's Tanner. Tanner Shaw has joined the FBI as a crisis counselor . . .
meaning she now has more opportunity to butt heads with Declan. But that tension also includes a spark
she can't deny, and she's pretty sure Declan feels the same. But before anything can develop between
them, they discover evidence of a terror cell--and soon are in a race against the clock to stop the coming
"wrath" that could cost thousands their lives.
The Breath of Dawn (A Rush of Wings Book #3) Kristen Heitzmann 2012-11-01 Kristen Heitzmann
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Delivers Powerful New Romantic Suspense Morgan Spencer has had just about all he can take of life.
Following the tragic death of his wife, Jill, he retreats to his brother's Rocky Mountain ranch to heal and
focus on the care of his infant daughter, Olivia. Two years later, Morgan begins to make plans to return to
his home in Santa Barbara to pick up the pieces of his life and career. Quinn Riley has been avoiding her
past for four years. Standing up for the truth has forced her into a life of fear and isolation. After a
"chance" first meeting and a Thanksgiving snowstorm, Quinn is drawn into the Spencer family's warm and
loving world, and she begins to believe she might find freedom in their friendship. The man Quinn helped
put behind bars has recently been released, however, and she fears her past will endanger the entire
Spencer family. As the danger heightens, she determines to leave town for the sake of the people who
have come to mean so much to her. Fixing problems is what Morgan Spencer does best, and he is not
willing to let Quinn run away, possibly into the clutches of a man bent on revenge. But Morgan's solution
sends him and Quinn on an unexpected path, with repercussions neither could have anticipated.
Sabotaged (Alaskan Courage Book #5) Dani Pettrey 2015-01-27 Finally Returned Home, Reef McKeena
Finds His Beloved Alaska Facing Its Greatest Threat Growing up, goody-two-shoes Kirra Jacobs and
troublemaker Reef McKenna were always at odds. Now, working together as search-and-rescue for
Alaska's arduous Iditarod race, a growing attraction seems to be forcing aside old arguments. Then Reef
catches Kirra sneaking from camp in the middle of the night. Kirra's uncle, a musher in the race, has
disappeared. Kirra and Reef quickly track the man, but what they discover is harrowing: Frank's daughter
has been kidnapped. Kirra and Reef, along with the entire McKenna family, are thrown into a race to stop
a shadowy villain who is not only threatening a girl's life--but appears willing to unleash one of the largest
disasters Alaska has ever seen. Pettrey is the Winner of the 2014 Daphne du Maurier Award for
Inspirational Romantic Suspense "Pettrey keeps the stakes high for her characters and her readers who
know and love the whole McKenna clan will be pushing for romance to bloom as suspense mounts."
Booklist about Silenced "Readers who enjoy Lynette Eason, Irene Hannon, and DiAnn Mills will add this to
their to-read list." Library Journal about Stranded "I have not been this enthralled since the O'Malley series
by Dee Henderson!" Christian Manifesto
Blackout (Sins of the Past Collection) Lynette Eason 2016-10-04 Macey Adams can't remember the
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accident that changed her life six years ago; but someone else remembers and wants to silence her
forever.
Echoes Kristen Heitzmann 2007-09-01 Romantic suspense from a best-selling novelist. Sequel to
Unforgotten, Sofie Michelli goes to Sonoma to unravel her past, but returns to face the future.
The Alaskan Courage Collection Dani Pettrey 2015-05-03 Dani Pettrey's bestselling romantic suspense
series, Alaskan Courage, features the nail-biting adventures of the McKenna family siblings as they
encounter danger in the Alaskan wilderness. Now available in one volume! 1 Submerged 2 Shattered 3
Stranded 4 Silenced 5 Sabotaged
Jo & Laurie Margaret Stohl 2020 "After the publication of her surprise bestseller Little Women, Jo March
struggles to write its sequel, while also deciding her true feelings for her best friend, the boy next door,
Theodore 'Laurie' Laurence"-The Killing Tide (Coastal Guardians Book #1) Dani Pettrey 2019-08-06 When one Coast Guard officer is
found dead and another goes missing, Coast Guard Investigative Service special agent Finn Walker faces
his most dangerous crime yet. His only clues are what little evidence remains aboard the dead officer's
boat, and the direction the clues point to will test Finn and the Guard to their limits. When investigative
reporter--and Finn's boss's sister--Gabby Rowley arrives, her unrelenting questions complicate an already
volatile situation. Now that she's back, the tug on Finn's heart is strong, but with the risks she's taking for
her next big story, he fears she might not live through it. Thrown together by the heinous crime, Finn and
Gabby can't ignore the sparks or judgments flying between them. But will they be able to see past their
preconceptions long enough to track down an elusive killer, or will they become his next mark?
Stranded (Alaskan Courage Book #3) Dani Pettrey 2013-09-01 When Her Friend Goes Missing, Every
Minute Counts Darcy St. James returns to Alaska to join a journalist friend undercover on the trail of a big
story. But when Darcy arrives, she finds her friend has disappeared. Troubled by the cruise ship's vague
explanation, Darcy uses her cover as a travel reporter to investigate further. The last person Gage
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McKenna expects to see during his summer aboard a cruise ship leading adventure excursions is Darcy.
And in typical Darcy fashion, she's digging up more trouble. He'd love to just forget her--but something
won't let him. And he can't help but worry about her as they are heading into more remote regions of
Alaska and eventually into foreign waters. Something sinister is going on, and the deeper they push, the
more Gage fears they've only discovered the tip of the iceberg. "The third book in Pettrey's Alaskan
Courage series ratchets up the action and suspense. It's difficult to stop yourself from peeking ahead to
the end, but the ride is worth the anxiety." --RT Book Reviews "Dani Pettrey has delivered another
incredibly compelling adventure in Alaska. STRANDED is full of suspense, beautiful rugged wilderness
and white-water rapids, and a heartfelt romance. I loved catching up with the McKenna family." - Dee
Henderson, New York Times bestselling author
When a Secret Kills (Deadly Reunions Book #3) Lynette Eason 2013-05-01 Investigative reporter Jillian
Carter knows it's time to put the past to rest. She's tired of looking over her shoulder, letting a killer go
free. She's no longer the scared kid who changed her name and disappeared. Now, no matter what the
cost, Jillian must do what she is trained to do--ferret out the truth and expose it. Senator Frank Hoffman
committed murder ten years ago--and Jillian watched it happen. Didn't she? Not even the enigmatic and
attractive Colton Brady, her ex-boyfriend and nephew of the killer, will be able to make her leave this
alone. Get ready for the spine-tingling, nail-biting conclusion to an explosive series.
Shattered Dani Pettrey 2013 "Piper McKenna would be overjoyed at the sight of her estranged brother,
except that he's covered in blood. She knows he's innocent, but can they prove it?"--Provided by
publisher.
My Soul to Keep Davis Bunn 2007-09-01 An entrepreneur from Poduncksville with a vision teams up with
an actor just out of prison and a has-been scriptwriter--is their effort truly inspired or doomed from the
start? A true star in every sense of the word, Brent had arrived--more enthusiastic fans with each new
movie, a host of friends among Hollywood's elite, and more money than he could spend. He didn't even
notice the signals of the downward spiral that ended in a terrible accident...and six long years in prison.
But God finds Brent, and it is in prison he is transformed. On release, he sets himself up with a small
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lawn service business and volunteers his experience and acting skills with a local theatre group. Celia had
thought the inner and outer scars left by the accident were far beyond forgiveness--how could she ever
find it in her to absolve Brent simply because he asks? A Christian businessman, Bobby Dupree has a
string of entrepreneurial successes behind him. Then he is challenged with another venture--one that puts
him squarely in the middle of an industry totally foreign to his experience. How can he make this story into
a film when he doesn't even know where to begin? Thus begins an odyssey bringing some very unlikely
people together to do something bigger than any of them could have imagined on their own. Their
endeavor pits faith and vision against unlimited money and power thrown against this new upstart
company from Nowhere called Shoestring Productions.
Oxford Handbook of Cardiac Nursing Kate Olson 2014-01-16 Fully revised and updated for the second
edition, the Oxford Handbook of Cardiac Nursing is the ultimate companion for all those caring for cardiac
patients. Systematically covering all the main areas of cardiac nursing, it is packed full of clinical
information and practical advice. This new edition now includes expanded information on prevention of
cardiovascular disease and heart disease in pregnancy, as well as the latest resuscitation guidelines,
protocols, and clinical information. The handbook covers assessment, investigation, treatment,
rehabilitation, and pharmacological interventions, and new illustrations and diagrams have been added
throughout to aid clarity of information. Although a large part of the handbook focuses on caring for
patients with coronary heart disease, many other cardiovascular problems such as valvular heart disease,
congenital heart disease, and cardiomyopathies are covered. Designed to be used on the ward, in the
community, and for studying and revision, it contains expert guidance, written by experienced nurses and
teachers. The book is specifically laid out to enable quick access to precise, targeted information, and
covers the vast majority of clinical scenarios. Unique and indispensable, the Oxford Handbook of Cardiac
Nursing offers a wealth of information at your fingertips.
The Boy Most Likely to Huntley Fitzpatrick 2016-09 "For Tim, it wouldn't be smart to fall for Alice. For
Alice, nothing could be scarier than falling for Tim. But Tim has never been known for making the smart
choice, and Alice is starting to wonder if 'smart' is always right. ... Told in Tim's and Alice's ... voices, this
return to the setting of My life next door is a love story about failing first, trying again, and having to
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decide whether to risk it all once more."--Provided by publisher.
The Witnesses Robert Whitlow 2016-07-19 Young lawyer Parker House is on the rise—until his
grandfather’s mysterious past puts both of their lives in danger. Parker House’s secret inheritance is
either his greatest blessing . . . or his deadliest curse. The fresh-faced North Carolina attorney shares his
German grandfather’s uncanny ability to see future events in his mind’s eye—a gift that has haunted 82year-old Frank House through decades of trying to erase a murderous wartime past. While Parker
navigates the intrigue and politics of small-town courtroom law, Frank is forced to face his darkest regrets.
Then, a big career break for Parker collides with a new love he longs to nurture and the nightmares his
grandfather can no longer escape. Sudden peril threatens to shatter not only Parker’s legal prospects but
also his life and the lives of those dearest to him. Two witnesses, two paths, an uncertain future.
Code of Ethics (The Cost of Betrayal Collection) Lynette Eason 2019-02-05 When Detective Isaac
Martinez lands in the ER with a gunshot wound, he pulls through thanks to trauma surgeon Ruthie St.
John. But as the witness to a crime and possible corruption, Martinez is at risk from someone intent on
silencing him--and those around him--forever. When he barely survives another attack while recovering,
both he and Ruthie must flee, trying to outrun deadly killers while locating the evidence they need to end
the danger.
Treason Don Brown 2009-05-26 The stakes are high . . . and the entire world is waiting for the verdict.
The Navy has uncovered a group of radical Islamic clerics who have infiltrated the Navy Chaplain Corps,
inciting sailors and marines to acts of terrorism. And Lieutenant Zack Brewer has been chosen to
prosecute them for treason and murder. Only three years out of law school, Zack has already made a
name for himself, winning the coveted Navy Commendation medal. Just coming off a high-profile win, this
case will challenge the very core of Zack’s skills and his Christian beliefs—beliefs that could cost him the
case and his career. With Diane Colcernian, his staunchest rival, as assistant prosecutor, Zack takes on
internationally acclaimed criminal defense lawyer Wells Levinson. And when Zack and Diane finally agree
to put aside their animosity, it causes more problems than they realize.
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The Crushing Depths (Coastal Guardians Book #2) Dani Pettrey 2020-06-30 When an accident claims the
life of an oil-rig worker on the first drilling platform off the North Carolina coast, Coast Guard investigators
Rissi Dawson and Mason Rogers are sent to take the case. Tensions surrounding the oil rig are high and
the death has everyone on edge. Environmental activists are threatening to do whatever it takes to stop
the structure from being completed, while rumors are being whispered about ancient curses surrounding
this part of the ocean. Mounting evidence shows the death may not have been an accident at all. Was he
killed by one of the activists or, perhaps more frighteningly, a member of his own crew? Rissi and Mason
have to sort through not only a plethora of suspects, but also their own past and attraction to each other.
Just as the case seems like it'll break open, worse news arrives. A tropical storm has turned their way and
soon they're cut off from any rescue--and right where the killer wants them. It's a race to discover his
identity before he eliminates the threat they pose.
Shattered Lee Winter 2017-06-07 Shattergirl, Earth's first lesbian guardian--a brilliant but aloof alien
superheroine who can hurl and destroy large objects--is refusing to save people and has gone off the grid.
Lena Martin, the street-smart tracker with a silver tongue and a disdain for the rogue guardians she
chases, has only days to bring her home. As the pair clash heatedly, masks begin to crack and brutal
secrets are exposed that could shatter them bot
Shattered (Alaskan Courage Book #2) Dani Pettrey 2013-02-01 A Thrilling New Romantic Suspense from
the Genre's Newest Star Piper McKenna couldn't be more thrilled that her prodigal brother, Reef, has
returned to Yancey, Alaska, after five years. But her happiness is short-lived when Reef appears at her
house covered in blood. A fellow snowboarder has been killed--but despite the evidence, Reef swears
he's innocent. And Piper believes him. Deputy Landon Grainger loves the McKennas like family, but he's
also sworn to find the truth. Piper is frustrated with his need for facts over faith, but he knows those
closest to you have the power to deceive you the most. With his sheriff pushing for a quick conviction,
some unexpected leads complicate the investigation, and pursuing the truth may mean risking Landon's
career. With Piper waging her own search, the two head deep into Canada's rugged backcountry--and
unexpected complications. Not only does their long friendship seem to be turning into something more,
but this dangerous case is becoming deadlier with each step.
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Three Ted Dekker 2006-12-10 The award-winning, best-selling suspense masterwork, now a major motion
picture event. Enter a world where nothing is what it seems. Where your closest friend could be your
greatest enemy. Kevin Parson is alone in his car when his cell phone rings. A man calling himself Slater
offers a deadly ultimatum: You have exactly three minutes to confess your sin to the world. Refuse, and
the car you're driving will blow sky high. Then the phone goes dead. Kevin panics. Who would make such
a demand? What sin? Yet not sure what else to do, Kevin swerves into a parking lot and runs from his
car. Just in case. Precisely three minutes later, a massive explosion sets his world on a collision course
with madness. And that's only the first move in this deadly game. From the #1 best-selling fiction author
comes a powerful story of good, evil, and all that lies between.
Still Life (Chesapeake Valor Book #2) Dani Pettrey 2017-01-31 Romantic Suspense's Rising Star
Continues to Win Fans Blacklisted in the photography business over a controversial shot, Avery Tate
answered an ad for a crime scene photographer. She expected to be laughed at, but crime scene analyst
Parker Mitchell hired her outright--and changed her life. But six months ago, when her feelings for Parker
became too strong, she left his employ to sort out her heart. Now, for the first time, Avery is facing the
world that rejected her to attend the gallery opening of a photography exhibit and support her best friend,
who modeled for the show. But the only image of her friend is a chilling photo of her posing as if dead-and the photographer insists he didn't take the shot. Worse, her friend can't be found. She immediately
calls Parker for help. As Avery, Parker, and his friends in law enforcement dig into the mystery, they find
themselves face-to-face with a relentless and deadly threat.
Shadowed (Sins of the Past Collection) Dani Pettrey 2016-10-04 Adventure, romance, and danger collide
when a young Alaskan fisherman nets the body of a Russian open water swimming competitor. Another
swimmer, who'd been the dead woman's roommate years ago, is pulled into the search for answers as it
grows more and more clear that something sinister is at play.
Deadly Isle (The Cost of Betrayal Collection) Dani Pettrey 2019-02-05 Tennyson Kent is trapped on the
isolated island of her childhood by a storm surge, and she is shocked when the typically idyllic community
turns into the hunting grounds of a murderer. Cut off from any help from the mainland, will she and first
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love Callen Frost be able to identify and stop a killer bent on revenge before they become the next
victims?
Submerged Dani Pettrey 2012-05-01 Returning to small-town Yancey, Alaska, to bury a loved one killed in
a mysterious plane crash, Bailey Craig is not the same woman she was went she first left Yancey and
Cole McKenna, a former lover who has also changed. Original.
Jennifer Dee Henderson 2013-05-01 Eagerly Awaited Novella from Dee Henderson It's a summer of
change for Jennifer O'Malley. The busy physician has a pediatrics practice in Dallas, and meeting Tom
Peterson, and falling in love, is adding a rich layer to her life. She's sorting out how to introduce him to
her family--she's the youngest of seven--and thinking about marriage. She's falling in love with Jesus too,
and knows God is good. But that faith is about to be tested in a way she didn't expect, and the results will
soon transform her entire family.
Shattered Kathryn Casey 2010-06-29 “Kathryn Casey is one of the best true crime writers today.” —Ann
Rule With true crime classics like Descent into Hell and Die My Love, author Kathryn Casey has peered
into the darkest corners of the Lone Star State, shedding a fascinating, chilling light on a series of
notorious Texas murders. In Shattered, she explores in riveting detail an infamous Houston area crime:
the brutal slaying of a young mother and her unborn child by the person closest to them. Bestselling
author Carlton Stowers numbers Kathryn Casey “among the elite of true crime writers,” and Shattered—a
shocking true story of blood, rage, and betrayal—will only enhance her reputation as one of the best of the
best.
Silenced (Alaskan Courage Book #4) Dani Pettrey 2014-04-29 Jake Knew Something Was Wrong. But He
Never Guessed How Wrong. A relaxing day of rock climbing takes a disturbing turn when Kayden
McKenna's route brings her face-to-face with a dead climber. Is it a terrible accident or something darker?
When the case is handed to overburdened sheriff Landon Grainger, he turns to Jake Westin for help. With
Jake's past now revealed, he's ready to use his talent for investigation again--but he could never prepare
for where the mystery will take him. Kayden's climbing expertise soon leads her and Jake to the
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realization that the death was no accident. And worse, it seems the killer is onto them. When strange
things begin happening in Yancey, Jake is terrified that once again his world may put someone he loves
in danger. But the truth is far worse than he could ever imagine. Praise for the Alaskan Courage series
"Readers who enjoy Lynette Eason, Irene Hannon, and DiAnn Mills will add this to their to-read list."
Library Journal about Stranded "I have not been this enthralled since the O'Malley series by Dee
Henderson! Pettrey does such an excellent job of developing the character of each and every family
member..." Christian Manifesto "Hard-to-put-down romantic suspense with snappy dialogue, realistic
characterizations and fast-moving intrigue." Suspense Zone
Dead Drift (Chesapeake Valor Book #4) Dani Pettrey 2018-07-03 Burning debris littering the ground . . .
smoke pluming in the acrid air . . . this is just the beginning if he fails. Seven years ago, operative Luke
Gallagher vanished to become part of an elite team set on capturing a deadly terrorist. When Luke returns
to face those he left behind, their help becomes his only hope of stopping his target's latest threat of an
attack that would shake America to its core. Private investigator Kate Maxwell never stopped loving or
looking for Luke after he disappeared. But she also never imagined he left her or his life by choice. Now
he's back, and together they must unravel a twisting thread of secrets, lies, and betrayal, all while on the
brink of a biological disaster. Will they and their love survive, or will Luke and Kate become the terrorist's
next mark?
Eventide Shelley Shepard Gray 2013-09-03 Eventide is the riveting conclusion to The Days of Redemption
trilogy by Shelley Shepard Gray, celebrated author of tender Christian romance novels set in Amish
country. Honest and faithful Elsie Keim falls for her new neighbor, Landon, but she can’t bear to tell him
the truth: She’s going blind. Landon is enamored with Elsie. When Elsie’s brother Roman steps in and
shares the truth of Elsie’s disease, Landon is floored. His job is demanding and takes him away from
home, sometimes for days at a time. He wonders how he’d be able to keep up with his responsibilities
and take care of Elsie. In Eventide, three generations of the Keim family come together to make their
dreams come true. Shelley Shepard Gray, bestselling author of the Sisters of the Heart books, draws her
Days of Redemption trilogy to a heart-warming finish.
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The Killing Tide Dani Pettrey 2019-08-06 When one Coast Guard officer is found dead and another goes
missing, Coast Guard Investigative Service special agent Finn Walker faces his most dangerous crime
yet. His only clues are what little evidence remains aboard the dead officer's boat, and the direction the
clues point to will test Finn and the Guard to their limits. When investigative reporter--and Finn's boss's
sister--Gabby Rowley arrives, her unrelenting questions complicate an already volatile situation. Now that
she's back, the tug on Finn's heart is strong, but with the risks she's taking for her next big story, he fears
she might not live through it. Thrown together by the heinous crime, Finn and Gabby can't ignore the
sparks or judgments flying between them. But will they be able to see past their preconceptions long
enough to track down an elusive killer, or will they become his next mark?
Cold Shot (Chesapeake Valor Book #1) Dani Pettrey 2016-01-26 Dani Pettrey Launches a New Romantic
Suspense Series In college, Griffin McCray and his three best friends had their lives planned out. Griffin
and Luke Gallagher would join the Baltimore PD. Declan Gray would head to the FBI and Parker Mitchell
would go on to graduate school as a crime scene analyst. But then Luke vanished before graduation and
their world--and friendships--crumbled. Now Griffin is a park ranger at Gettysburg, having left life as a
SWAT-team sniper when a case went bad. The job is mostly quiet--until the day he captures two relic
hunters uncovering skeletal remains near Little Round Top. Griffin just wants the case to go away, but
charming forensic anthropologist Finley Scott determines that the body is modern--a young social justice
lawyer missing since spring--and all evidence points to the work of an expert sniper. When FBI agent
Declan Gray takes over the case, past and present collide. Griffin soon realizes he'll need to confront
some of the darkest days of his life if he--and those he cares about--are going to escape a downward
spiral of murder that crosses continents.
A Serial Killer's Daughter Kerri Rawson 2019-01-29 What is it like to learn that your ordinary, loving father
is a serial killer? In 2005, Kerri Rawson opened the door of her apartment to greet an FBI agent who
shared the shocking news that her father had been arrested for murdering ten people, including two
children. That’s also when she first learned that her father was the notorious serial killer known as BTK, a
name he’d given himself that described the horrific way he committed his crimes: bind, torture, kill. As
news of his capture spread, the city of Wichita celebrated the end of a thirty-one-year nightmare. For Kerri
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Rawson, another was just beginning. In the weeks and years that followed, Kerri was plunged into a black
hole of horror and disbelief. The same man who had been a loving father, a devoted husband, church
president, Boy Scout leader, and a public servant had been using their family as a cover for his heinous
crimes since before she was born. Everything she had believed about her life had been a lie. Written with
candor and extraordinary courage, A Serial Killer’s Daughter is an unflinching exploration of life with one
of America’s most infamous killers and an astonishing tale of personal and spiritual transformation. For all
who suffer from: unhealed wounds, the crippling effects of violence, betrayal, or anger, Kerri Rawson’s
story offers the hope of reclaiming sanity in the midst of madness, rebuilding a life in the shadow of death,
and learning to forgive the unforgivable.
The View from Rainshadow Bay Colleen Coble 2018-01-23 Filled with the enticing blend of suspense and
romance Coble is known for, “devotees of Dani Pettrey, Brenda Novak, and Allison Brennan will find a
new favorite here.”* After her husband, Jack, dies in a climbing incident, Shauna has only her five-yearold son and her helicopter charter business to live for. Every day is a struggle to make ends meet and
she lives in constant fear of losing even more than she already has. When her business partner is
murdered, his final words convince Shauna that she’s in danger too. But where can she turn? Zach
Bannister was her husband’s best friend and is the person she blames for his death. She’s barely spoken
to him since. But right now he seems her only hope for protecting her son. Zach is only too happy to
assuage his guilt over Jack’s death by helping Shauna any way he can. But there are secrets involved
dating back to Shauna’s childhood that more than one person would prefer to stay hidden. *Library
Journal "Prepare to stay up all night with Colleen Coble. Coble's beautiful, emotional prose coupled with
her keen sense of pacing, escalating danger, and very real characters place her firmly at the top of the
suspense genre. I could not put this book down." —Allison Brennan, New York Times bestselling author of
Shattered Full length romantic suspense Includes discussion questions for book clubs Part of the
Lavender Tides series Book One: The View from Rainshadow Bay Book 1.5: Leaving Lavender Tides
Book Two: The House at Saltwater Point Book Three: Secrets at Cedar Cabin
When a Heart Stops (Deadly Reunions Book #2) Lynette Eason 2012-10-01 Spunky and outgoing,
nothing much bothers medical examiner Serena Hopkins--except for the thought of falling in love again.
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But when a serial killer is picking off her former classmates, Serena's life becomes intertwined with her old
high school crush, FBI agent Dominic Allen. Is the secret she's keeping putting her next on the killer's hit
list? Can she trust Dominic with the truth before it's too late? Intense, emotional, and fast-paced, When a
Heart Stops will have readers up late as they race to the finish to find out what happens.
When the Smoke Clears Lynette Eason 2012-02-01 After an equipment failure nearly kills her,
smokejumper Alexia Allen returns to her mother's house to recuperate, only to find herself caught up in
murder and arson as a long-buried secret threatens her life.
Trinity Ronie Kendig 2013 A CBA Bestselling Author, A Christy Award-winning Author -- A year ago in
Afghanistan, Green Beret Heath Daniels' career was destroyed. Along with his faith. Forced to the
sidelines by a medical discharge, he and his military war dog, Trinity, now train other dogs and their
handlers. But military intelligence officer Darci Kintz has been captured while secretly tracking the Taliban.
Only one dog can handle the extreme conditions to save her. Only one man can handle Trinity. Time is
running out.
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